STOCK MARKET AS PREDICTABLE AS WASHINGTON THIS YEAR

Volatile as in you never know when it's going to blow. Never know when the stock market is going to lash out at the economy. Completely unpredictable.

A couple of cold water plunges this year. S&P 500 high-to-low down 11.8% in February and after coming back and making record highs, plunged 11.5% in October. All forgotten. On Friday, Dow industrials closed up 5.1% year-to-date near the best for the year of +8.5% year-to-date. No one panicked. Can't really have a recession can you if "financial markets" don't collapse. Our own informal survey finds investors don't care if stocks fall 10 percent. Nobody mentioned it. They don't care about what their leaders in Washington do either. They apparently just don't care. Makes us wonder if there is a business cycle anymore. A business cycle that could stop advancing. The economy can run on and on and on. This economic expansion will set records next July. At the very least, a selloff in stocks is unlikely to be the leading indicator it once was that forecasts a recession. Unless prices tumble harder. 20 percent. Anyway, the latest Wall Street turbulence isn't hurting Main Street. It isn't even hurting Wall Street.

Maybe part of the public's nonchalance at stock market deep dives is the financial crisis and recession over a decade ago drove them out of the stock market. The S&P 500 collapsed 38.4% in 2008, and
we don’t want to scare people with how far it really declined from the highest day to the darkest day. Public polls show 62% of Americans held stocks before the 2008 market crash where 54% own stocks today (including 401K investors). The other reason “people don’t panic” is maybe because the public looks at their financial statements only monthly, where the month-end chart on the first page of this report makes it look like there is nothing seriously wrong with the market. Dow industrials are still up 41.8% since Trump was elected two years ago. Remember the day.

What about professionals in the market? Money managers. They seem to be worried about corporate earnings after the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act stimulus effect starts to fade. The market struggles at times over what is fair value. The Price-Earnings Ratio (PE) was 19.12 at Friday night’s close, 19 times earnings. One can drive a truck through the range of “value.” Wall Street fixed income participants are often mystified by this as bond yields are valued much more tightly by Fed policy, inflation, supply/demand. The S&P 500 PE ratio was above 25 in 1998 and 1999 during the dot-com stock market bubble, and stocks were down at 10 times earnings in the 70s/early 80s with high inflation and three recessions in ten years.

Pre-tax corporate profits that comes out with the GDP report, dropped after the oil crash, and was recovering when Trump was elected in Q4 2016. The latest Q2 2018 pre-tax earnings are up 7.3% in the last year, while after-tax is up 15.8% due to the “biggest corporate tax cut in history.” Sometimes recessions get started as corporate earnings slow and this slows business investment, capex spending being one of the biggest swing factors in boom times and bust times. Things look okay for the economic outlook for now. Dow industrials are up 5.1% year-to-date. It is important to remember, as Washington senior policy officials remind us from time to time during periods of stock market turbulence: the fundamentals of the United States economy are strong and have been for the past several years, and the prospects for continued growth, with low inflation and low unemployment, are strong. Okay. Buy, buy, buy, buy, buy.
MARKETS OUTLOOK

Lots of news with midterm elections, Treasury quarterly refunding auctions of 3-years, 10-years, and 30-years, and the Fed meeting Thursday, but bond yields closed Monday-Thursday in a tight range at 3.20 to 3.24 percent. The stock market, Dow industrials, fell 201 points on Friday (308 points intraday), bringing bond yields back down from 3.24% Thursday to 3.18% at Friday's close. Stocks fell on China worries and $59 oil. The midterm election reaction was interesting, fears of a blue wave sent stocks and yields down, false alarm on the blue wave had yields rebounding to the high of the week of 3.25% around 9pm Tuesday night before coming back down again by morning. Here we sit. Dec. 19 rate hike odds 80%.

CORPORATES: VOLKSWAGEN, SHELL, MARATHON PETROLEUM, DUKE, CSX

Corporate offerings were $28.6 billion in the November 9 week versus $22.3 billion in the November 2 week. On Tuesday, Waste Connections priced a $500 million 4.25% 10-yr (m-w +20bp) at 105 bps (Baa2/BBB+). The waste services company (40 US states and 6 Canadian provinces) will use the proceeds for general corporate purposes including acquisitions. Corporate bond yields (10-yr Industrials rated A2) were 84 bps above 10-yr Treasuries this week versus 84 bps last Friday.
Waited All Day for Fed and All’s I Got Was This Stupid T-Shirt

The Fed met November 7-8 to consider its monetary policy.

Breaking economy news. Hahahahaha The Fed met today, no press conference, but there will be this meeting next year with Fed Chair Powell, assuming he still serves at the President's pleasure. Hold that thought.

Policymakers issued a press statement with no reference to policy or potential policy moves. No nod-nod, wink-wink heads up that they would raise rates a fourth time this year in December. They tweaked the first paragraph that talks about the economy and inflation. The unemployment rate "declined" where last meeting they said unemployment "stayed low." Yep, it checks out, unemployment fell to 3.7% from 3.8% the last meeting. The economy's booming, winning, thriving they added.

Hold on, there's other wording changes: household spending has "continued" to grow strongly, they added the word continued. But most importantly they said business investment had moderated where last meeting they said it had grown strongly. That's all folks. Nothing else to report today. Go back to reading those political stories on your smart phones at work, and call up your salesperson and sell everything! (Joking. Don't call your salesman to trade. Let them starve.)

Net, net, if it's not broke, don't fix it or something like that. The Fed made no changes to its game plan today and remains on a gradual path for interest rate hikes if the economy evolves as they expect. Even if they lift interest rates higher they say these moves will still be consistent with a stronger economy. There are no material risks to the outlook. The bond market sell-off and higher yields torched the stock market rally, the S&P 500 index collapsing 11.5% high to low in October, yet Fed officials don't see any risks out there that could scuttle the economic expansion.

The Fed kept with the game plan today that calls for gradual interest rate hikes as the economy continues to be strong with the tightest labor markets in decades. We expect policymakers to raise interest rates again at the December meeting this year. Bet on it.

---

**November 8, 2018 statement**

Information received since the Federal Open Market Committee met in September indicates that the labor market has continued to strengthen and that economic activity has been rising at a strong rate. Job gains have been strong, on average, in recent months, and the unemployment rate has declined. Household spending has continued to grow strongly, while growth of business fixed investment has moderated from its rapid pace earlier in the year. On a 12-month basis, both overall inflation and inflation for items other than food and energy remain near 2 percent. Indicators of longer-term inflation expectations are little changed, on balance.

**September 26, 2018 statement**

Information received since the Federal Open Market Committee met in August indicates that the labor market has continued to strengthen and that economic activity has been rising at a strong rate. Job gains have been strong, on average, in recent months, and the unemployment rate has stayed low. Household spending and business fixed investment have grown strongly. On a 12-month basis, both overall inflation and inflation for items other than food and energy remain near 2 percent. Indicators of longer-term inflation expectations are little changed, on balance.
OTHER ECONOMIC NEWS THIS WEEK

Services economy firing on all cylinders (Monday)

Breaking economy news. Non-manufacturing ISM fell a little to 60.3 in October from September's 61.6, the highest level looking back the last twenty years. Prices paid dropped from 64.2 to 61.5 showing there are not sufficient price pressures out there that could prompt an overly aggressive tightening stance from the Federal Reserve that could jeopardize the long economic expansion from the recession.

Net, net, the services sector continues to power the economy forward with non-manufacturing executives confident they will be able to weather the headwinds of higher interest rates and the trade war with China and the world. The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act continues to bolster service sector profits and actual sales and revenues are tracking the strengthening economy. Any hint that the midterm elections could send the economy off the rails is nowhere to be seen in today's report. Service sector companies don't see any scenario in the midterm election outcome that could roll back the tax cuts and deregulation that is giving the American economy a leg up on its foreign competitors. US growth is the strongest in the world against America's developing country trading partners. The services sector of the economy is firing on all cylinders which should make the dream that this will be the longest expansion in history come true.
America Today: So many jobs, so many quitters (Tuesday)

Breaking economy news for those of you who took the day off. Midterm elections. Your vote counts certainly. Unless it offsets my vote. The Job Openings and Labor Turnover survey has been released for September. Jolts data continue to show the tightest labor market in a generation or two. Even if the data in current form from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) only go back to December 2000. Job openings today are 7.009 million in September 2018 which eclipses the 5.964 million unemployed in September 2018. America has run out of workers. Maybe a few can be coaxed back in from being out of the labor force. There are 95.877 million not in the labor force right now, although just 5.309 million say they currently want a job. Must be nice not having a job like these 90.568 million folks, otherwise why aren't they working. Guess they could be 9 years old or 95 years old. That's one reason not to work.

Lots of quitters out there. 3.6 million quit in September, the same number as in July and August. Hotels and restaurants saw 709 thousand quit. Shops at the mall saw 540 thousand up and walk out the door. Finance jobs and a few stray insurance cats and dogs saw 89 thousand quit. Not many quit in finance because the wages are so darn high. Not many quit in finance because the wages are so darn high.

Net, net, the labor market is churning up a storm with 3.6 million quitting their jobs in September, confident that there are more jobs out there and indeed there are plenty. 7.009 million job openings in September. Jobs are for the taking with For Hire signs up in every shop and store window on Main Street, and companies are having a hard time trying to get the help they need. Forget are they qualified, companies will train anyone that has a heartbeat the labor market is so tight. Wages are picking up. That's a good thing. Average hourly earnings were $27.30 in October, up 3.1% the last year. Wages would be rising higher if it wasn't for those old baby boomers retiring and giving up the $50 hourly earnings which brings down the average. The bottom line is that the economy continues to strengthen with labor market conditions growing tighter and tighter, so this is likely to keep the Federal Reserve on the gradual path for interest rate hikes until rates get to more normal levels. Stay tuned. Story developing.
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